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INTRODUCTION

Current estimates based on the highway accident records indicate

that skidding by at least one of the involved vehicles occurs in over

si* per cent of all traffic accidents (25) • Skidding was reported as

involved in four out of ten (41 per cent) rural accidents in Virginia

in 1957. In great Britain in 1957» records indicate that one out of

four (27 per cent) personal injury accidents on wet road surfaces

involved skidding—while on icy surfaces the proportion was four out

of five (82 per cent). On the Pennsylvania Turnpike in 1952-»53»

nearly one out of four accidents (22 per cent) involved failure of the

driver to cope with road conditions. Most of these accidents involved

skidding (11). Skidding is an important factor in highway accidents—

indeed, far more serious a factor tnan is generally realized. Not

only is the general public uninformed, but there is evidence that all

too many highway administrators, engineers, otner officials and even

traific and safety specialists are inadequately informed. In the Uni-

ted States of America, skid accidents data are not available in most

states. Accidents mainly due to skidding increase significantly when

the coefficient of friction between the sliding tire and pavement

surface is less than 0.40. The wet skid factor becomes more serious

as speeds increase and the traction coefficient decreases sharply.

Currently there is an appreciable mileage of highways in the United

States which cannot develop this friction value for all surface con-

ditions, and as the polishing effect of traific becomes increasingly



intensified the mileage of elippery pavement will tend to increase.

All highway surfaces can develop adequate skid resistance in the dry

state. In fact all surfaces which are extremely slippery when wet

exhibit excellent antiskid characteristics in the dry condition. The

majority of the pavement surfaces, however, will frequently be exposed

to rainfall, and it is in this wet state that a tremendous variability

in the skid resistance of pavements occurs. Some surface types exhibit

nearly as good antiskid characteristics when wet as when dry, while

other surfaces can develop less than one fifth of the skid resistance

in the wet state as compared with the dry.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to describe and discuss

1. Skidding phenomena on roads

A. General
B. The relationship of vehicle dynamics to skidding

C. The relationship of design and composition of tires

to skidding
D. The relationsnip of road surface properties to skidding

£• Accidents and the human element in skidding

2. The measurement of skid resistance by different field and

laboratory methods

3. Ine eifect of a^regate factors on paveaent friction

4. Polishing characteristics of mineral aggregates in regard to

pavement slipperiness

5. Minimizing pavement slipperiness in new construction and

6. Improving the antiskid properties of slippery pavements.



SKIDDIUG PHENOMENA

General

The forces that are developed between a sliding rubber tire and

a pavement surface illustrate some of the factors contributing to

pavement slipperiness and also give an idea of the possible remedies

for minimizing the effects of these factors.

According to Road Research Board, Great Britain (4). skidding

and side slipping has been clearly subdivided as show below*

Skidding and side slipping
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GE.JERAL PROGRAul OP *ORK Oh SKiJQuUG

There are three important factors concerned with skidding; 1.

vehicle. 2. road and 3* external influences. According to atoyer (4),
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the actual process of skidding is of three distinct types; 1. straight

skidding in the direction of travel with the wheel locked such as is

caused by a sudden application of brakes, 2. impending skidding which

is encountered when the braking is gradual and the wheels are still

revolving this bein a modified form of straight skidding, and 3*

sideways skidding, a form frequently occurring on curves which nave

not sufficient super-elevation to provide for the speed at which the

vehicle is travelling or on tangents when oars are changing direction.

Engineers who have conducted tests find that in some instances

pava-nents which are quite adequate structurally may, when subjected

to a heavy volume of traffic for only a relatively few months, become

dangerously slippery when wet. All such tests often reveal a wide

range in the coefficient of friction of pavements attributable to

various construction materials and road surface textures*

Relationship of vehicle dynamics to skidding

Many of the problems of vehicle dynamics related to the skidding

problem are associated with tire brake behavior, i'or this reason

many aspects of tire behavior relate to the dynamics of the tire

road system are studied by automotive engineers* According to the

reports of the sub-committee on the relationship of vehicle dyaamics

to skidding to the Hirst International Skid Prevention Conference,

the gaps in our knowledge are as follow (18).
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1. !Hre efficiencies ! lire efficiencies are reasonably well

established under normal conditions in the transmission of braking

driving and steering forces and combinations thereof , but little is

known about efficiencies under extreme conditions of steering and

braking* Since these were the conditions of particular interest to

this conference the deficiency in knowledge must be regarded as a gap.

2. Effect of unbalanced braking on skidding t Hhere are data on

the effect of unbalanced braking, front and rear, on skidding of a

vehicle, but little data have been shown on the effect of unbalance

in braking on the right and left sides.

3. Dynamic behavior of suspension systems on brake balance!

Little is known about the behavior of suspension systems with regard

to changes in brake balance and the resulting influence on skidding.

4. Differential design ! little data are available on the influence

of differential design on skidding. As an example there are few quan-

titative measurements on record of the effect of the general class

of locked differentials and on the variations of looking design.

Relationship of design and composition of tires

to skidding

The function of a tire is complex and the requirements may be

diametrically opposed. The total tire design must affect a compromise



of control, stability, comfort, noise, skid resistance and tread wear

characteristics meeting the majority of driving requirements.

The efiect of tread design : The tread design of a tire is very

important in influencing its resistance to skidding on most common

road surfaces when they are wet* The elements of an anti-skid design

which contribute to its skidding resistance or increase the coefficient

of friction on wet surfaces are the following!

Grooves i They provide a venting or void to which the fluid at

the interface of the tire and the road can be displaced by the pressure

between them. Circumferential grooves can improve the skid resistance

from 20 to 100 per cent on wet surfaces depending on its coefficient

(19).

Bdp.es | These provide a wiping action over wet road surfaces and

more effectively remove the fluid between them and the tire. On

extremely low coefficient road surfaces the effect of the wiping

action of the edges made with molded slots ana cut slits can improve

skid resistance upto 100 per cent. For most roaa surfaces in the

range of coefficient 0.4 to 0.5 the improvement is 20 to 25 per

cent (19).

She tire industry has made a very marked improvement in skid

resistance on wet pavements in recent years by the use of highly

slotted anti-skid designs. 1ms is acquirer by tread compound im-

provements which increase the resistance and permit the same highly



slotted tire to be driven at turnpike speeds for long periods of time

without failure. The extent to which the design features influence

the resistance to skidding is aumaarized in figures 1 and 2 from the

report of the sub-committee on factors in tires that influence skid

resistance to the first International Skid Prevention Conference,

September 9. 1958 (19).

Ihere are a few harsh, abrasive surfaces for which a smooth tread

tire will generate equal or even greater, wet-skid resistance than a

tire with a conventional tread pattern* ior the majority of surface

types* however, a tire with a booa tread pattern will exhibit better

resistance to skidding than one with a smooth tread, and for some

dangerously slippery pavements, this advantage is appreciable.

As the tire gets worn out tnere is rapid loss of skid resistance

on wet surfaces, figure 3 from the report of the sub-committee on

factors in tires that influence skid resistance to the first Inter-

national Skid Prevention Conference, September 9* 1953 (19), shows

the loss of skid resistance with decreasing anti-skid depth. On the

extremely low coefficient surface of wet ice it is found tnat the

edges provided by grooves, slots or slits are eiiective to approximately

20 to 25 per cent. In the case of a dry pavement the most effective

tire is the one having the largest net contact area with the road,

that is the worn out tire. Grooves or slots, in general, provide edges

which tear or decompose with high temperatures developed at the inter-

face in dry skidding and this action diminishes the resistance to

skidding (19).
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Modern mud and snow tires provide an improvement of the order of

25 per cent in skid resistance on winter surfaces over present conven-

tional highway types of tires, utilizing the maximum edges, grooves

and slots—but at the sacrifice of tread wear. The comparison between

the performance of highway and snow type is shown in fi ure 4 from the

report of sub-committee on factors in tires tnat influence skid resis-

tance to the First International Skid Prevention Conference, September

9, 1958 (19).

The effect of Carcass construction and lire size t The data shows

the effect of carcass construction features sucn as cord angle, number

of piles; also tire size, does not have a significant effect on skid

resistance (19)«

The eifect of Tread composition i The effect of tread composition

on skid resistance is very important, ftowever, of equal importance

are wear resistance and weathering, ozone, deterioration and cracking

resistance; and low heat build up, &ood ride, low noise, stability

etc. Almost without exception, compound alterations which improve

one or more of the essential service characteristics adversely affect

the others. Further, a compound giving the best skid resistance one

dry pavement may not be satisfactory for wet surfaces on ice and snow.

The superior skid resistance of GKS synthetic rubber, which is now the

standard in all J.^.A. passenger tread compounds, is well established—

especially in high speed, locked wheel panic stops on dry surfaces.

This is primarily due to the fact that CitS^s initial melting point
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is about 100° higher than natural rubber (19).

Effect of Load, Inflation and Speed t 1'he load and inflation affect

the coefficient of friction, but the effect is relatively minor.

Speed and application of power, factors entirely under control of

the driver, create forces of enormous magnitude. Even under the best

possible dry road conditions, the tire-road surface reaction may be

insufficient for vehicle control. Certainly on low friction surfaces

the available tire-road forces can easily become entirely inadequate.

Under such conditions, there is no choice but for the driver to reduce

speed and power factors into a range of safe vehicle control (19).

»

The following are the needs in this field as per the report of

the sub-committee on factors in tires th t influence skid resistance

to the First International Skid Prevention Conference, September 9»

1958 (19).

1. A standard skid test tire is necessary to develop and corre-

late road surface friction measurements.

2. Strictly controlled studies will have to be undertaken to

assure that a given type of standard skid test tire will give repro-

ducible measurements on each type of surface friction measuring device

and will produce accurate correlations.
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Relationship of Road Surface Properties to Skidding

It is generally aumitted tJaat under dry conditions modern road

surfaces are all reasonably skid-proof, but under alternating wet and

dry conditions lead to false sense of security in the driver, ihe

tendency for a venicle to skid will largely depend upon the grip or

friction between the tires of the vehicle and the surface with which

it is in contact. The existing knowledge in this field as per the

report of the sub-committee D to the first International Skid Prevention

Conference, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, September

8-12, 1958 is as follows (20).

1. Pavements of all types are much more slippery when wet than

when dry. The skidding hazard is greatest during the first few minutes

of rainfall following a period of dry weather, while after a continued

downpour the slipperiness is greately reduced.

2. Many road surface factors aifect skid resist aice, inoluding

surface condition, surface construction type, surf ce maintenance,

type of aggregate, cement or binder, surface texture, road roughness,

foreign material, and surface contamination, water, surface scouring,

age weathering and climatic effects, time effects, temperature, tr ific

and highway design.

3. Ihe elfect of surface texture on flexible pavements was the

subject of some disagreement. Although no one denied the hazard of a

smooth texture caused by an excess of bitumen in contact wlta the tire,
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the relative merits of coarse and fine texture as reLated to aggregate

size were still in debate. Several cited tne advantage of a coarse, open

texture on which surface water can drain away rapidly; this type of

texture was described by some as "nobby", however, other data indicate

that the highest coefficients of friction may be obtained on pavements

constructed of very fine aggregate, the greatest proportion of which

may pass a no. 40 sieve. Even sheet aspnalts with around ten per cent

asphalt binder and twelve per cent aggregate passing the no. 200 sieve

have been reported to have very satisfactory skid resistance.

4. It is well recognized tnat rounded aggregates and the presence

of an excess of aspnalt are common causes of slipperiness. however, the

polishing of certain types of aggregate used in surface construction

is rather generally believed to be the principal cause of pavement

places
slipperiness in most/of the United States. Cases have been reported

where even "nobby" textured surfaces built of such aggregates have

become extremely slippery as a result of the polishing action of rubber

tired traffic.

5* On multi-lane surfaces, the driving lane generally is appre-

ciably more slippery than the passing lane, i'his is due to the polishing

action of greater trifle and in part to the ^i eater accumulation of

oil films.

6. Almost all aggregates will become polished under intense

traffic, some, however, much sooner tnan others. Certain sand stones

and gneisses are saiti not to polish in the labox^atory. 'i!he softer
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stones generally polish sooner than the harder stones* However, in

service, many roads built with the softer stones hays not polished suffi-

ciently to cause slipperiness, their skid resistance is adequate for the

traffic conditions.

7. work in Europe, both in England and the Netherlands, has indica-

ted that the skid resistance depends partly on the deformations of the

Rubber due to projections in the surf ce. Apparently for the best

results, individual particles in the road surface should have angles at

their tips of ninety degrees or less.

8* On ice, the most hazardous condition exists at temperatures

near the freezing point. Ihus at -30 °P the bare tire skid distance is

around 80 feet, but at +35 *& it is 250 feet. It is found that tire

chains are most beneficial under the severest conditions. Special

tires are effective 85 to 90 per cent of tne winter period. But no

matter what may be the tire equipment, speeds should be considerably

reduced when driving on ice and snow. Snow tires and tire chains are

apt to give a false sense of security* .Reduction in speed is highly

important.

9* Xhe geometric design of pavements is dependant on the fractional

resistance between the tires and the road surface. 1'he friction

coefficients suggested are as follows.

(a) Maximum side friction factors ranging from 0.16 at 30 mph to

0.12 at seventy mph are used with practical super-elevation slopes to
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determine minimum safe radii of horizontal curves for open highway

conditions*

(b) for intersection curves where design speeds are less than

fifty mph maximum side friction factors ranging from 0.32 at 15 mph to

0.16 at 40 mph, similarly are used to determine minimum safe radii.

(c) Straight-ahead or braking friction factors for wet weather

conditions ranging from 0.35 at thirty mph to 0.28 at seventy mph are

used to determine safe stop, ing distances whioh establish minimum

sight distances for provision throughout the highway.

(d) Speed-change rates used to establish length of deceleration

lanes are equivalent to straight-aaead or braking friction factors

ranging from 0.18 to 0.28 for deceleration from initial speeds of 30

to 70 mph, respectively.

Although the above friction faotors are not referred to any

particular form of test they necessarily represent values wnich corres-

pond with those measured by braking a vehicle, 'ihey were determined

as those to be nearly all-inclusive regarding variations in roadway

types, vehicle and tire and weatner conditions. Relatively uniform

roadway surface cuaracteristics necessarily are assumed, tfor other

than completely adverse conditions the values used provide a substan-

tial safety factor for tne large majority of existing roadway surfaces.

She criteria used in geometric uesign made no allowance for unsually

low frictional values resulting from ice, bleeding asphalt, oil slicks,
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or very highly polished aggregates on the pavement surface. It is

assumed that these are temporary conditions which will be eliminated by

maintenance. Wet roadway surface friction factors used to determine

design braking distances are logical cneck criteria for the determina-

tion of roadway surfaces that require corrective measures to provide

essential nighway safety.

10* One prolific source of skidding acciuents is %M presence of

ruts in the shoulders immediately adjacent to pavement surfaces. Suc.

ruts are extremely hazardous and saould be guarded against with vigilance.

11. Preventive and corrective measures, detnods reported to have

been used to improve the skid resistance of bituminous pavements with

no otner deficiencies include seal coats with non-polishing aggregate

cover, resurfacing with siliceous rook aspxiaxt, resurfacing with fine

sand mixes designed to simulate rock aspnalt, coating with epoxy resins

with abrasive cover, and coating with asphait-rub^er latex covered with

non-polishing aggregates* She use of t;iin silica sand mortar overlays

for resurfacing resurfacing slippery concrete surfaces was also reported.

Deficiencies in the iresent Knowledge i Aecord.ng to the report of

the sub-oouimittee u to the I<iret international Skid Prevention Confe-

rence, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, September

6-12, 1958 (20) the following ars the deficiencies in our present

knowledge,

1. Although some ingenious measuring uevices have been built to
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determine coefficient of frictio.., it seems to be desirable that these

methods be carefully reviewed with tne idea of insuring that all of the

forces involved be fully accounted ior. iJevices of a given type saould

give practically identical results and until tnat can be assured, sucn

devices cannot safely be used in a national standard* ihis does not

at all imply that suoh aevices are not valuable for comparing different

road surfaces, ihey are extremely useful for rating road surfaces for

slipperiness. A simple device for comparing the various methods used

in different states is much to be desired*

2. Of immediate importance is the development of metnods for pro-

portioning ana building road surfaces »nich will nave built-in non-

skid properties*

(a) Concrete pavement i In the concrete pavement, sometimes more

and is added in the mix with the idea of creating a thicker mortar

Burface than has been customary for many years* Air entrainment may

possibly make this iaea practicable* 'ihis is suggested as worthy of

research* In the building of concrete pavement surfaces tnere is the

possibility of vibrating anti-skid aggregate into the surface during

construction* 'ihis has been done successfully in the laboratory*

Ihis has to be tried in actual construction. Also, when neoessary,

two-course construction can be resorted to, using a mortar top course.

(b) Asphaltlc pavements

t

In the asphalt type of pavement proper

proportioning and the use of anti-stripping agents to prevent flush-

ing of the asphalt to the surface are desirable. Kesearcn along
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this line should be profitable*

Also, in the aspnalt type, more work on the minimum percentage of

siliceous sand needed to provide anti-skid properties is necessary*

She proportioning of the mix which will result in the more rapid wear

of the matrix than of the coarse aggregate may also sometimes benefi-

cial. Possibly basic research on the asphaltic cedent would be pro-

fitable.

3* The method of using a sand-asphalt, thin surface mixture as

practiced in Virginia needs more wide spread investigation throughout

the country in order to determine if this relatively lean surface

mixture will be sufficiently durable under all conditions. If this

type of mix is not found to be sufficiently durable, then further re-

search on the durability phase of this type of mixture will be needed.

Also, the contention by some that in heavy downpours, such fine

textured surfaces may lose their skid resistance especially with

regard to vehicles traveling at high speed, needs further investiga-

tion. She work of the KACA at Langley field, showing the tendency

of tires to "aquaplane" over heavy films of wster at high speed, is

cited.

4. Other economical methods of improving tne skid resistance of

pavements having no other deficiency should be investigated both in

the laboratory and on actual road surfaces*

5» Laboratory metnods for studying pavement slipperiness and

methods for overcoming it nave been used with apparent success and



they offer great promise of furnishing valuable preliminary data prior

to proof of tnese methods under actual road conditions, ihe calibra-

tion of laboratory devices in terms of permissible degrees of actual

road slipperiness would be useful.

6* Pavements, like all other structures, need maintenance for

their adequate preservation, intense traffic has brought about the

necessity for a nev type of maintenances many ::ore researches on the

improvements of slip ery road surfaces could be made with profit.

Ihe above are merely suggestions*

Accidents and Human element in Skidding

Skidding was reported as involved in four out of ten (41 per

cent) rural accidents in Virginia in 1957* according to reports reviewed

in a study covering 34.139 accident reports. In Great Britain in 1957*

records indicated that one out of four (27 per cent) personal injury

accidents on wet road surfaces involved skidding — while on icy

surfaces the proportion was four out of five (82 per cent). On the

Pennsylvania Turnpike in 1952-1953* nearly one out of four accidents

(22 per cent) involved failure of the driver to cope with road condi-

tions. Most of these accidents involved skidding (11).

Not only is tne general public uninformed, but there is evidence

that all too many highway administrators and engineers, other officials,

and even traffic and safety specialists are inadequately informed.

Increasing development of free waye and otner high-type highways,

inevitably means higher speeds on such superior facilities. .Further-



sore, traffic volume are increasing rapidly in many countries — and

at the same speed it ie clearly more dangerous to skid when there are

more vehicles on the road. Adequate and reliable accident data can be

of great value in coping with skiddin^ problems. Skid spot maps can

identify bad skid zones, such information can be used for safety of

the public. Skid accident information can also be of practical use

in highway design for reaching decisions as to sharpness of curves,

intersection design, choice of road surfacing materials and so on.

The human ivlement

While improvements affecting skidding will be produced through

physical developments in roads and control devices, tires and vehicles

driver actions will remain a dominant factor in skidding* Hence, it

is highly important thit interest in such paysxcal development be

paralleled by adequate attention to human factors.

irom the analysis of driver-vehicle and highway factors in acci-

dents and from other sources, it appears that many drivers are woefully

uninformed about skidding* Matters often aiisunderstauding or unknown

inolude the following according to the report of the sub-committee

D to the First International Skid irevension Conference, University of

Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, September 12, 1958 (11).

1. friction between tires and road is often greatly reduced when

the road surface is wet, increasing vehicle stop. ing distances very

greatly. She exiect of wetness on slipperiness varies greatly with
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different road surfaces, aowever.

2. Such friction for an emergency stop on most wet road surfaces

is much lower in high speed stops* In a quite high-speed stop on a

wet road, such iriction is almost as low as that on ice*

3* Some road surfaces which are very non-s^iddy when dry. become

treacnerously slippery when wet*

4* when a road surface is wet. its sl&pperiness cannot be judged

easily by a motorist looking at it.

5* A shower after a dry spell on a heavily traveled highway may

cause the highway, due to oil drippings and road film, to suddenly

beoome very slippery until the rain cleans off the surface — even on

the best of road surfaces*

6. Even the slightest swerve, brake application or speed-up can

•trigger" a skid on wet or icy roau surfaces* She higher the speed,

the more true this is*

7. Unevenly or badly worn tires may result in skidding and loss

of control on wet roads the conditions of whioh are otherwise excellent.

8* Skidding is especially likely to occur at curves, near inter-

sections, on steep hills, at traific ciroles. One reason is greater

pavement wear resulting in lowered friction coefficients, (Caere are

also places where drivers decelerate sharply, swerve or otherwise
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change course rapidly.

9. .yany drivers have not developed patterns for action in skids

and understanding of what not to do. ihese are things which cannot

be learned by reading alone; they must be experienced.

BSASURBOBiT OF SKID KBSISIAWCK

In recent years there has been an increased awareness of the

problem of slippery pavements. As a motor vehicle travels over a

highway, the condition of maximum stability, during which the driver

has complete control of the vehicles occurs when the wheels are rolling

without slipping, i.e. when there is no relative motion between the

tire and pavement. When the wheels are locked, which normally occurs

during an emergency stop on a wet pavement, there is sliding without

rolling, and the driver retains very little steering control.

A difference of opinion as to which of the above conditions is

the most significant with regard to evaluating the skid resistance

of a pavement surface is one reason for the wide variety of skid

rest equipment developed over the past thirty five years. In Europe,

the view point is ti.at "cornering" represents the critical condition

and the emphasis has been on measuring the sideways skid resistance.

In the united States, however, the majority of the field testing

programs have evaluated the skid resistance of surfaces by a straight

ahead skid along the length of pavement. Most of the field testing



in this country has stemmed from the work of Agg and Jtoyer at Iowa

State College. One of the conclueionfi from tneir original series of

tests, wnich included both sideways and straight-ahead skid test

measurements, was that the straight ahead method gave results which

evaluated the surfaces on the same relative basis as the sideways

method and required somewhat less complicated instrumentation. Sub-

sequent skid test studies by Jtoyer, as well as the otner major slipper!-

ness investigations performed in this country, have consisted of

straight-ahead skid determinations (25).

Field Tests

1. fas£.en,,er-car Brakin& Tests , She most common type of field

skid test is one in which the wheels of a test vehicle are locked at

a given speed and the behavior of the sliding vehicle is observed.

Tests of this nature have been performed in conjunction with research

in tire design, in accident investigation, and in evaluation studies

of the anti-skid properties of different types of pavement surfaces*

a. Stopping-distance test* Irom reference (25^ the forces deve-

loped in braking a passenger car with all four wheels locked constitute

a relatively simple force system, as illustrated in figure 5. The

total weight of the test vehicle (w) is snown as acting through the

center of gravity and is reacted by the normal forces at the front and

rear wheels (N., and H ). The horizontal force tending to decelerate

the vehicle is composed of the frictional forces generated at the
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front and rear wheels (F. and F ) beoause of couple with the decele-

rating force, resulting in a load transfer to tne front axle and an

increase in La If it is assumed, however, thai an average coefficient

of friction exists for the front and rear wheels, the following rela-

tionships holdj

vertical

horizontal horizontal

P. ?
2

« |L x a (1)

I

Prom friction concepts

F • tan W K, » f K,

P
2
- tan Q M

2
- f M

2

where W friction angle

f - coefficient of iriction

f
1

f
2

- fw
x

fH
2

*» f (L+ RJ - f w

Substituting in (1)

fl « *_x a

f m a/g or a fg

a average rate of deceleration

g acceleration due to gravity
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9y substituting this average value tfor rate of acceleration in

the basic mechanics formula, the following equation results.

,
30 f

where S « total stopping distance in feet required to skid to a

stop if brakes are applied at initial speed of ¥ mph,

and f i average coefficient of friction between four tires and

surface over entire speed range from V mph down to

sero mph.

In the majority of the braking test studies the total stopping

distance is determined, Meyer and Shupe (7) performed braking tests

at speeds from ten to forty mph except on certain slippery wet surfaces

where it was found to be too dangerous to attempt a braking test with

a passenger car from forty mph. A general layout of the equipment

used in the passenger oar stopping distance tests is shown in figure

6. In this test the braking distance is measured with the Wagner

fifth wheel stopmeter. 2)he stopmeter is tied in with tne stoplight

circuit so that the instant the brakes are applied tne braking distance

is measured by means of the fifth wheel, and after the car stops, the

observer in the car reads the stopping distance on the stopmeter

indicator dial.

Hichols Jrj iUllard and Alwood (17) conducted the braking test

studies by the same stopping distance method reported by Shelburne and

Sheppe in 1947, except that the test has since been streamlined for

speed. .Pavements are no longer tested in a dry ooiiditionj also,



testing at very low speed* has been discounted* Only good tread

tires are used*

b* Kate of deceleration testa British Jtoad Research Laboratory

evolved a test procedure for a commercially available portable decele-

roraeter, which is simple, reliable, requires no maintenance, and can

be purchased in the United States for under $200* Tais meter is of

the damped pendulum type which lias a scale reading directly in g's.

If the wheels of the vehicle are locked an air friction is neglected,

the meter then reads the coefficient of friction directly. The meter,

mounted on a heavy base, is set on the floor of the vehicle* The

vehicle is brought to a speed of thirty mph on the site to be tested,

and the brakes applied with sufficient force to lock the wheels. At

the end of one second, the brakes are released, and the decelerometer

reading recorded. A ratchet device causes the meter to record the

maximum deceleration reading obtained during one second interval*

The British have obtained very good empirical correlations between

friction measurements obtained in this manner and measurements obtained

by other means (1)*

Moyer and Shupe (15) used a Statham linear decelerometer for the

measurement of the instantaneous deceleration rate at various speeds

in the locked — wheel stopping tests* She Statham decelerometer is

a sensitive transducer or pick up device which measures linear accele-

ration or deceleration from zero to two g* The acceleration or
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deceleration is recorded by the use of a special amplifier and a brush

direct recording oscillograph* An accurate oscillograph record of speed

during the test is obtained by the use of a fifth wheel* speed ampli-

fier and the brush oscillograph record of speed during the test is

obtained by the use of a fifth wheel, speed amplifier and the brush

oscillograph. This method requires complex instrumentation with a

corresponding increase in initial cost of equipment, but does give an

excellent indication of the skid resistance of pavement suriacts over

a wide speed range*

c. Towed-venicle skid tests t Towed-vehicle tests have been used

quite extensively, both in this country and in Europe, primarily to

evaluate the skid resistance of different surface types, and also in

tire design studies* In tests of this nature a vehicle is towed at

a constant speed, with the pulling foroe being measured by a dynamo-

meter. The lorce required to tow the vehicle before and after the

wheels are locked is determined, with the difierence between these

two values representing the bracing effort developed between the

tires md the roadway* JULviding the braking effort by tue normal

foroe between the tires and the surface results in the coefficient

of friction (25). Hoyer and Shupe (15) used a two wheel trailer

equipped with electric brakes* for the general run of the tests the

trailer was loaded to provide a typical passenger car axle load of

1620 lb. The tow truck was an FWD truck with a rating of 172 H.P.

at 2600 RPM. The truck had ample reserve power so tnat it coulu be

operated at various uniform speeds upto iifty mph with the brake on
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one trailer wheel locked. Ihe trailer was constructed along conven-

tional lines with certain special provisions required to run locked

wheel and the variable force braking tests. 3!he trailer was equipped

with a soft suspension system consisting of long leaf springs, coil

springs and hydraulic shock absorbers designed to keep the trailer

body as free as possible froa vibrations caused by road ro ugliness.

3y increasing the load on the truck body and by installing shock ab-

sorbers on both the truck and trailer, the vibrations were greatly

reduced and as a result of these caanges satisfactory oscillograms

are now obtained. The trial wheels were iree rolling when the brakes

were released. The maximum braking force at each speed was measured

with an SR-4 strain gap dynamometer, of tne proving ring type. In

the calibration of the dynamometer, it was found that the braking

forces can be measured to an accuracy of + 2 per cent for forces upto

2,000 lb. The dynamometer was attached to the tow truck and trailer

directly in line with the longitudinal axis of the wheel being

braked. It was fitted with universal joints and a short length of

chain to eliminate torsion or any other restraint not directly induced

by the braking force. The tongue of the trailer was suspended on a

cradle in such a way that only vertical forces coulu be transmitted

by it to the truck.

figure 7 illustrates the forces ueveloped in braking a two-wheel

trailer of the type developed at tne University of California (15)

as described above. She weight is saown acting taruugh the center
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of gravity and is reacted by the normal force between tiie tires and

surfaces (N. ) and by the vertical force at the hiten (#,_)• *hen a
» h

trailer wheel is braked, the couple formed by the irictional force

between the surface and the P and tiie dynamometer pull JP causes a load

transfer, increasing the load on the hitch and decreasing the tofcil

contact pressure between the tire and surface. This load transfer

can easily be computed using the geometry of the trailer so tnat the

coefficient of friction is expressed by the following equation.

where f * braking effort, lb. i.e. diiierence in

pulling force before and after wheel is

locked

Ml js
t
« normal force, lb. between tire and surface,

with adjustment included for load transfer.

two-wheel towed trailer unit has also been developed by Skeels

of the General Motors Proving Ground 130). A oar was equipped with

instruments for measuring the reaction of the rear wheel brakes; the

front wheel brakes were disconnected and the car towed behind a

sprinkler truck. She rear wheel brake reaction was read on a servo

type of direct reading indicator calibrated to read pounds of force at

the road surface. This equipment was similar in many respects to the

Qalifornia apparatus, but was somewhat siapler and therefore less

expensive* fhe trailer was constructed xrom a post-war buiok chassis.

This model of vehicle was specified since it used a torque tube drive
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with coil springs which lends itself well to the installation oi strain

gauges for measuring brake reaction. A pick up truck towed the trailer

and carried two fifty gallon drums for wetting a strip of pavement by

gravity flow directly in front of each tire. Both wheels were locked

during testing, resulting in an average coefficient of friction for the

two wheel paths. This equipment, also, was adaptable to evaluate the

impending or incipient coefficient oi friction.

d. Advantages and disadvantages of toe triree methoas t 1. The

passenger car storing distance and rate of decelration methods have

the following advantages.

i. 2he locked wheel braking tests closely simulate actual vehicle

operation and provide an accurate measure of the road and tire friction

developed by a passenger car when making an emergency stop for sirailar

road and tire conditions.

ii. Ihe initial cost of equipping a vehicle for performing loc:ed-

wheel tests is relatively cheap as compared with other methods of eva-

luating pavement slipperiness.

iii. In simulating actual roadway performance, this procedure

generates greater confidence in its results tiian some of the more in-

direct methods of determining skid resistance, particularly witn laymen,

non-technical administrators, and juries.
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jjjsadvanta^est i. The tests require the use of special traffic

control measures such as flagman and warning signs*

ii. The tests are hazardous at speeds above thirty mph, especially

on slippery wet surfaces.

iii. She tests do not give an accurate indication of the anti-skid

characteristics of pavements at the speeds at which traffic normally

flows on rural highways.

iv. lor wet testing auxiliary spraying equipment is required.

v. This type of braking test is dependent upon the period of res-

ponse of the various braking and measuring components, and results are

not alv.aye reproducible for similar testing units.

2. The truck trailer inetnod used in California and by the General

,'otor units has the following advantages.

i. The anti-skid properties of pavement surfaces are determined

for speeds at which traffic normally operates,

ii. Tests are run with a minimum of interference to traffic, and

no traffic control is necessary.

iii. There is no hazard to pperating personnel with regard to

losing control of the vehicle.

iv. The wet tests are easy to make, do not require an auxiliary

water truck, use less than l/10th the amount of water used when

sprinkling road with truck, and do ^ot create a skidding hasard to
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other trafiic on the road.

v. Ihe tests can easily be standardized as to load, tire types,

tire size, and the general test procedures*

ia.sadvaiitagest The equipment used in tne teats is highly spe-

cialized and tne investment cost is quite high,

e. Comparison of results obtained by three different aetnods of

testing skid resistance in California.

oyer and Shupe (15) performed experiments and compared the

results obtained by difierent methods of testing skid resistance.

This is plotted in figures 6 and 9. it is seen that tne friction

values as measured using the true : trailer and the rate of deceleration

methods were very nearly the same at corresponding speeds, whereas the

values based on the stopping distance method and when plotted in terms

of the initial speed, were about twenty five per cent higher than the

values obtained by the other two methods, 'ihe higher values obtained

using the stopping distance method may be explained in part by the

fact that the friction values are average values over the entire

stopping distance and thus they can be considered as the friction

values for the average speed instead of initial speed. However, even

if this change is made the iriction values by the stopping distance

method will still be higher than the values by the other two methods.

An additional reason for the higher values is that the stopping

distance method combines the ei ect of impending-skid and sliding-



wheel braking forces while only the sliding wheel braking forces are

measured in the other two methods* Since the impending-skid braking

forces are 25 to 100 per cent greater than the sliding wheel braking

forces, the higher friction values as reported xor the stopping distance

method in figures 8 and 9 are fully accounted for (15)

•

f. Comparison of several methods of measuring road surface friction

t

In the United States of America several machines are used for measuring

the road surface slipperiness. She existing methods differ appreciably

in their designs and the results they o tain, Xhese differences make

difficult the pooling of data collected by various agencies txiroughout

tne country and in general hamper progress towax'd safe, anti-skid

roads. EtLllard and Allen (5) conducted experiments and gave the

following conclusions*

1. the coefficients of pavement friction obtained by the different

machines included in the study difiered substantially, both statisti-

cally and from a practical stand point, qualitative difxerences in

results made it impossible to make measurements of the different

machines comparable to one ano trier by tne use of an additive factor.

2. ihe relationship between measurements made by trailer and

measurements made by the stopping distance method wex>e not clarified.

Some trailer results were aigner than expected, some loner, with

respect to the stopping distance results, further research is needed

on this problem*
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3. BM looked-wheel coefficients obtained with different types of

tires indicate that results from different tires can be correlated by

an additive factor. Although this factor will oilier 1MB tire to

tire, it appears to hold across the various levels of friction.

4. Taere were important difiereuoes between machines in terms of

the variability of successive measurements of the same pavement.

The data suggest tnat variability is related to design characteristics

of the machines.

5. the variability of measurements was not influenced by level

of friction. This indicates that the precision of measurement of

coefficient of friction is about the same for high-friction pavements

as for low-friction pavenents.

g. Selection of a skid test method for a field investigation,

the selection of an appropriate method of testing will depend upon

the nature and the extent of the contemplated progrw*

lor a li lited accident investigation or an urban-area study in

which vehicle speeds are relatively low, tue passenger-car stopping

distance method would be entirely adequate. If a limited study is

to take place on rural highways or in urban areas where high vehicular

speeds are anticipated, it would be well to coneider the use of a

decelerometer, since the stopping-distance method may not always be

an accurate measure of akid-resistant properties at high speeds, 'fhe

truck trailer method is best suited of the tnree methods to an
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extensive field investigation of pavement slipperiness.

C. Laboratory i'ests

1. Purdue University skid-test apparatus t The laboratory test

procedure was developed to evaluate the skid resistance of portland

cement or bituminous specimens molded in the laboratory or cored

from the pavement surface (28). Ibe laboratory skid test apparatus

spins a six inch diameter test specimen at a constant speed of

2500 rpm and measures the skid resistance by forcing a rubber testing

shoe against the surface of the test specimen with a unit pressure

of 28 psi. !Ehe amount of torque developed in the shaft supporting

the testing sixoe, due to the skidding action of the shoe on the

test specimen, is automatically recorded as a measure of the wet

skid resistance of the specimen. A complete discussion of the labo-

ratory skid test apparatus is seen in reference (26).

A field correlation study was performed on thirty different

Portland cement and bituminous pavements representing a wide variety

of surface types and textures. Jnree wet stopping-distance teste

v.ere run on each of the test specimens, after which three cores were

taken from the test area and evaluated in the laboratory skid-test

apparatus. In general, tnere was good agreement between the two

methods of evaluating pavement slipperiness (25).

2. University of Kentucky investigation ! A basic study of the

polishing oharact eristics of limestone and sand stone in regard to

pavement slipperiness was maae at tne University of Kentucky (32).
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jfbur inch diameter stone cores were used as the test specimens in

this investigation and were ground down to tneir most slippery condi-

tion with eighty and 150 grit carborundum. A 60° reflectometer was

used to evaluate texture and roughness of the polished surfaces* In

addition, the skid resistance of the stone cores was obtained with a

macnine developed to measure the coefficient of friction between the

surface of the stone and a sliding rubber annulus. Both wet and dry

tests were performed (25).

3* University of Tennessee e^uip-ient i A procedure has been deve-

loped for evaluating the potential slipperiness of paving mixtures at

the University of Tennessee (12). The skid resistance of a test spe-

cimen is determined by the amount of power required to spin a standard

passenger-car tire as a constant speed as it rides u^on the test

surface. Less power is required to drive the tire on the more slippery

surfaces. Standard test conditions call for a relative spe^d between

tire and surface of ten mph and a total load of 270 lbs. i'he equipment

is also used in wearing and polisning a test specimen (1).

4. National Crus^eu Stone Association jroceuure t flCSA has b>~en

active in investigating the anti-skid characteristics of uii^erent

types of paving mixtures (21,22). The slipperiness is evaluated by

lowering a rotating uicycle tire on the surface of a test specimen

and measuring tue angle through which the tire rotates in sliding to

a stop. The slic er the surface, the greater the angle of rotation.

The test specimens are polished in a fifteen feet diameter test

truck, eighteen inch wide. A standard bus tire rolls around the
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track and, because of the small radius of curvature, subjects the

surface of the specimen to a twisting action in addition to rolling.

This combined action rapidly results in the particle orientation and

degree of polish experienced because of prolonged exposure to heavy

traffic and appears to be a realistic inetnod of subjecting paving

mixtures to accelerated wear (25).

BFFIXJIS OF ACKiRi-GAlE FAC20AS QU FIT—HI FRiCiiGM

Stephens and Geotz performed tests on aggregates and arrived at

the following conclusi ns (3D» iests performed on surfaces of con-

trolled-shape aggregate particles gave general indications of the

relationship between the eiiect of particle edges and particle sur-

faces. The contribution of the eci^es to the relative resistance

values of larger, smooth aggregate particles was a small increase in

resistance. The creation of edges in boldly textured aggregate

reduced the relative resistance value.

Area of aggregate exposed in the surface of the specimen and thus

av liable to the rubber shoe for friction had a major effect on the

relative resistance value. The greater the ratio of aggregate exposed

to the total surface area, the greater the relative resistance value.

The rate of this trend was strongest for low ratios, moderated as the

area of aggregate approached one-half of the test surfaces, and

remained nearly constant thereafter.

Several specimens tested unuer various pressures showed increases
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in relative reei stance value with increased contact pressure. #or

coarse aggregate pavement, the rate oi increase was dependant on

material rather than on aggregate shape. 2ois rate was greater for

strongly-textured stone such as sand stone tnan for soft material

such as limestone.

The use of different abrasives for polishing rock cores prior to

relative resistance value tests indicated that the degree of polish

attained for a given siiort is a function of both the rock from which

the core was cut and the abrasive used, ihe use of an abrasive which

was harder tnan the cores, caused a continual reduction in relative

resistance value as the size of abrasive was reduced, ihe use of

abrasive identical with the cores established that for each material

there was a uefinite size of similar abrasive which uave the surface

a polish resulting in the Highest relative resistance value. |br the

limestones used in this study the abrasive size wnich resulted in the

highest relative resistance value was t-at pasting a no. 100 sieve and

retained on a no. 200 sieve.

Bituminous mixtures using crushed and round silica sand were used

to establish tne size of granular surface texture which resulted in

the highest relative resistance value. For crushed silica this size

was 0.0175 inch in diameter, ior rounu silica, a size below 0.00*38

inch was indicated.
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PAYMENT SLUPPJiRIHESS

General

She anti-skid properties of a veil designed pavement surface are

dependant to a large degree upon toe polisiiiug characteristics of the

mineral aggregate or aggregates of which the paring mixture is composed*

Skid resistance will be dependant to a lesser degree upon the type

of cementing a^ent, the gradation* and the openness, of the mixture,

but the ultimate state of pavement slipperiness will be dictated by

the nature of wear of the pavement* which, in turn is directly rela-

ted to the resistance of tue surface aggregate to poliSxJ.ng«

For the past few years, Kentucky has required fifty per cent

natural silica sand in high-type bituminous concrete surface

courses (32). Shis is in response to a desire to "build in" skid

resistance and recognizes the susceptibility of surfaces composed

entirely of limestone aggregates to polish and become slick* Xhe

work in Virginia has demonstrated tnat twenty five to thirty per cent

sand gives slight although inadequate improvement in skid-resistance

(33), and the work in Tennessee has indicated further improvement as

the percentage of sand is increased*

Since test data from various sources prove rather conclusively

that limestone surface courses are inherently responsible for slick-

ness, this doesnot present a very favorable outlook for a state where
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limestones are abundantly used for highway construction, unless skid-

resistance can be artificially induced in the limestone or also achie-

ved by some other means* If a reasonable degree of skid resistance

is to be maintained on our highway system for anticipated hig^-volume

traffic, it becomes increasingly important for the design engineer to

give some thought to the polishing charaoteristics of mineral aggre-

gates and to their efieot upon pavement sli^periness.

»

Limestone

Limestones, as a group, have developed a poor reputation with

regard to susceptibility to polishing. Studies in Virginia (17),

iermesbee (33) and Kentucky (32) have indicated tnat both bituminous

and Portland cement surfaces, in which the aggregate consists entirely

of limestone, may become slippery under the action of traffic, and

measures have been taken to limit the use of limestone, asa surface

material in tnese three states. Stutzenoerger and Havens made the

following conclusions after their tests regarding limestone (32).

Limestones rank third in the hardness scale and are therefore

susceptible to pol.shing or wear by almost any grit that might be

present in road scum, however, some aii^erenoes among limestones are

apparent! *&& these seem inherently related to the size, interlocking

and cementation of the crystals. £Lne grained, dense stone polished

more readily taan coarse grained stone gave consistently lower vet

friction coefficients and higher grosa readings. Close attention

to the photomicrograpus of the polished and roughened surfaces and
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thin section of these stones will show tne variations in grain size

and crystallization. None of the limestones showed any evidence of

grains being torn out of tneir sockets during polishi. .

Tne results of a laboratory investigation at Purdue University

(29) in which the resistance to polishing of twenty two mineral aggre-

gates from five different states were studied, are summarized in figure

10. She results for test specimens made witn twelve limestones inclu-

ded in this study which are icuntiiied as Irl to W.2 are plotted to

the left in figure 10, with values for mixtures containing the otner

ten aggregates listed to tne ri&ht. ihe twelve limestone specimens,

with an average RrtV of 0.45 possessed less resistai.ee to polisning, as

a group, than mixtures containing the other ten aggregates, which averaged

0.63. There was also appreciable variability in the polishing charac-

teristics of the difierent limestones, with specimens containing L-4

exhibiting seventy per cent greater skid resistance tnan those made

with 1-7.

Petrographic and chemical analyses were performed on the twelve

limestones used in the study, ihose limestones whicn reauily polished

possessed either a very fine-grained crystalline structure or consisted

of rounded oolitic grains supported in a calcite matrix of similar

hardness. Jtor botn cases, however, the limestones viere almost pure

calcium carbonate, and the nature oi the wear was very uniform, result-

ing in a highly polished surface that was slippery when vet.

'Jhe limestones whicn exhioited tne best anti-skid characteristics
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were crystalline granular limestones composed of angular interlocking

trains, For the twelve limestones under consideration, this structure

occured with those limestones relatively low in calcium carbonate and

high in "impurities", which consisted primarily of magnesium carbonate

with a slight amount of silica. Consequently, for this investigation

the highly doloaitic limestones exhibited the best resistance to

poli oiling.

Sana Stones

Sandstones when used as a conventional aggregate in paving mixtures

are skid resistant (33); and laboratory investigations at both Kentucky

(32) and Purdue (29) have established the high resistance of sand stone

to polishUg. Referring to figure 10, ftfew two aggrtgates identified

as a-1 and S-2 wnich show appreciably greater skid resistance than the

next best aggregate, were botn sandstones.

In general, sanustones are composed of small angular quartz grains

Imported by a somewhat weaker cementing matrix. This combination

results in excellent antiskic characteristics. The individual quartz

grains are highly resistant to polishing, since quartz is no. 7 on

:a>h»s relative hardnesB scale, and the only material present on the

highway capable of polishing it is more quartz. Ualcite, one of the

major constituents of limestone, is no. 3 in the hardness scale. In

addition, there is a particle»by-particle type of wear, so thai

before an exposed quartz grain has the opportunity to become highly

polished, it is dislodged from the weak cementing matrix and a fresh,

harsh particle appears at the surface (25)»
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Other Aggregate Types

A All aggregate types other than limestone and sandstone are grouped

under this category, borne of tne fine-drained uniform aggregates passes

polishing characteristics similar to those of the more resistant of the

limestones, i'his is observed in figure 10 by the results for the chert

(C-l) and rhyolite (R-l) aggregates. Initially, bituminous mixtures

containing these two harsh aggregates exhibited high resistance to

skidding, but during the simulated wear and polish procedure the uniform

nature of wear lowered the skid resistance to values comparable with

those of speoimens containing highly dolomitic limestone. Another

factor contributing to tne decrease in skid resistance of bituminous

mixtures composed of these two aggregates Was the particle orientation

that occurred during the rolling cycle (25).

Aggregate polishing is generally treated as a function of the

traffic. Some gravels, however, are highly polished in tneir natural

state and, if used in an uncrusted cone .tion, may constitute an extreme

skidding hazard. A seal coat constructed in California with polished

beach gravel exhibited very little resistance to akiuding when wet

(20). Both the aceiuent records and the coefficient-of-friotion

values, which were less than 0.2 at fifty mph, identified as slippery

when wet (25). i'his condition is shown to a certain degree in figure

10. Aggregates W-l and Q-2 were both high quartz gravels. All the

aggregate used in the Q-l test specimens was crushed, but ior w-2

specimens the coarse aggregate fraction consisted of the natural
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rounded gravel. She Q-l specimens exhibited over twenty per cent

greater resistance to skidding than the k-2 speciaens. In figure 10

(J>1 and ]>2) refer two diabases, (G-l) a granite and (SL-1) a blast

furnace slag, 'Inese aggregates all imparted adequate skid resistance

to tueir respective bituminous mixtures with tae relative resistance

values falling slightly above those of the best limestones but appre-

ciably below tiioce of the sandstones.

MIBIMXZING PAVEMKMI SLIPPERIIUSSS IB JISW COhSXftUCTluKS

General

The mounting number of highway deaths, the rapidly growing property

losses due in many cases to skidding accidents, and the increasing con-

centration of vehicles on the highways testify the need for a skid-

resistant roadway surface in many critical areas. Currently, however,

and with increasing importance as the polishing eflect of traffic

becomes more intensified, it is essential for the hignway engineer to

consider the anti-skid properties of a paving mixture in addition to

the other design parameters.

Portland Cement Concrete

Portland cement pavements have not exhibited extremes in skid

resistance that have been noted v.ith bituminous surfaces. In Portland

cement concrete, the individual pieces of aggregate are supported by
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the mortar and are not exposed to trail ic to as great as a degree aa

with some types of bituminous surfaces.

1. fini suing procedure t Ine initial skid resistance of a portland

oeraent pavement will be dependent upon the nature of tne finish tnat

the surface receives and the type of fine aggregate in the mortar.

A well designed concrete mix with good workability and with minimum of

segregation should result in a pavement with high initial skid resist-

ance. If an excess of finishing is required, however, the surface may

consist essentially of cement paste which exhibits poor anti-skid

properties.

The final texture may be supplied to the pavement with a burlap

drag or a longitudinal or transverse broom drag. By any of tneee methods

it is possible to get coarse sandy texture posi easing good skid

resistance. It is not necessary to broom deep grooves in the pavement.

It is necessary however, to use a delay-finish procedure, for if the

drag is applied while the mortar is too soit, a dense smeary surface

is obtained rather than the desired coarse sandy texture (14).

2. Concrete a^regates t ior a properly finished portland cement

surface the initial skid resistance will depend upon the angularity

and hardness of the fine aggregate contained in the mortar. A harsh

resistant sand will result in somewiiat reater skid resistance than

either a rounued natural sand or a crushed softer aggregate. As

traffic begins to polish the surface, it is imperative that some type

of differential wear of tae various components occur. If the oement
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paste and the fine aggregate botn possess essentially the same re-

sistance to wear, a uniformly polisned surface may result that is

slippery nu.cn wet. If the concrete also contains a coarse aggregate

with similar near characteristics, the uniformity of polish increases

as wear processes. The major occurxence of slipperiness for portland-

ceme. t-concrete pavements has been with mixes consisting entirely of

crushed limestone fine and coarse aggregate. Consequently, if at all

possible, a fine aggregate, sue.; as natural sand, with near characte-

ristics dissimilar to tnose of tne cement paste snould be used in

concrete mixes, particularly it the coarse aggregate is limestone (25).

In recent field studies in Inaiana (13,27) in whicn over sixty

concrete pavenents were tested for skid resistance, not a single

surface was found to be dangerously slippery when wet. U>me of these

sections were over thirty years old and showed considerable wear.

however, all the mixes had been made witn natural sand fine aggregate*

and the differential nature of the wear had prevented the surfaces

from polishing excessively. A number of concrete pavements have been

constructed in Indiana containing 100 per cent limestone, but it was

impossible to test these sections si..ue, without exception, they nave

been resurfaced because of their slippery condition, iii^h quality

fine aw^re ate should present in concrete, particularly if a coarse

aggregate with low wear resistance is present in the mix* If the

concrete contains a wear resistant coarse aggregate which will ulti-

mately project above the mortar ,.atum, tnen this aggregate should be
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crusaed. A naturally rounded pebble will polish more readily and to

a higher degree when exposed to the action of traffic than will a

harsh angular piece of aggregate (25).

Bituminous Surfaces

a following points have to be considered while constructing

skid resistant bituminous surfaces.

1. Eliminate polished aggregate, which may arise at this polished

conditions either naturally or because of the action of traffic, from

the paTement surface.

2. Prevent an excess of aspnalt from accumulating at the surface.

Asphaltlc concrete! In asphaltic concrete reasonable quantity

of asphalt should be used for better anti-skid properties. A related

problem pertains to the degree of openness of tae aspnalt concrete.

Some engineers advocate an open-graded mixture containing coarse

aggregate in which the large surface golds facilitate draingge from

between the sliding tire and surface and promote better skid resistance.

To a certain extent this is true, practically for a smooth-tread

tire. However, the decree of harshness ana the shape of the individual

magnitude pieces of aggregate are more important tnan the openness

of the surface in eliminating the water film, and taere is evidence

to the effect that greater skid resistance can be aeveloped by loading

the tire uniformly over its entire area, xatner than by having voids
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of appreciable individual magnitude in the surface, ihe sand-asphalt

type of pavement of the coastal plain area of Virginia is an example

of a non-skid surface in which the individual voids are small (24).

Laboratory studies at Purdue (29) also inuicate t^at if tuere is

no excess of asphalt present, dense gr-ded mixtures exhibit better

resistance to skidding than open-graded mixtures. Xhereiore, although

open-graded mixtures possess a higher void content than dense graded

mixtures. Currently, there is some disagreement as to wuether an

open- or uense-graded aspualtic concrete does possess the better

snti-skid properties, itowever, as improved uesign and control pro-

cedures tend to eliminate tne possibility of a bleeding aspnalt

surface, dense graded mixtures will probably emerge as the more skid-

resistant of the two (25). ileld stuuies in Viroinia (b) and labo-

ratory work at i>urdue (33) indicate that very sizable quantities of

of a resistant silioa sand are required to appreciably increase the

skid resistance of a bituminous mixture co 4 oued of a polish-suscep-

tible coarse aggregate.

2. Bituminous surface treat tents

i

In these constructions cire

should be taken to use required quantity of bitumen witnout any excess

and also sleeting suitable aggregate against polisni^ action of the

traffic.
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IHPHOV,- - iTISB OF SL-L^riiRX PAVBUBS8

Deslieking existii.^ surfaces

A number of methods ior lapMvi&g tne skid resistance of slippery

pavements by modifying the existing surface nave been developed over

the past twenty years, ihese metaods are not popularly used uecause

tlu.t tney do not cor. ect tne initial cause of pavement slipperiness,

and altiiough teot^orary i ent in skiu resistance is frequently

realized, the surface will generally return to u slippery condition

after a relatively short period of wear*

1. Portland Cement Concrete : One of the early methods of desliu -

ing polished portlanci cement concrete involved in the direct application

on the pavement surface of a dilute ayuroculoric m$±A (7). tka acid

reacts with the cedent paste as well as with any calcareous surface

aggregate, and etches the smooth surface so taat the resulting, texture

shows an increase in skid resistance over tne polished surface* Another

method is mechanically roughen the surfac. xne surface may be sand

blasted, chipped, or Oround witn rotary drills, with as mucu as 1/16

inch of tne concrete being removed (8,9). A related procedure is t.e

Ko ;>el process, in which tne surface is heated by diiferent flames on

to the pavement from a hand-propelled generator (10). i'he high tempe-

rature attained causes the -surface to spall, resulting in a roughened

texture si-Jiilar to that achieved by mechanical process (25).
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2. Bituminous Surl ces t Deslicking procedures for bituminous

surfaces generally involve trie el - i.on of slippery sections of

bleeding aspnalt pavements. One oi tue comuon methous of "blotting

an excess of a^pnalt at tue surface is to spread a surplus of sand

over the bleeding area and permit traffic to roll the sand into the

asphalt. This may provide temporary improvement in skid resistance,

but generally the degree of aggregate retention is small, so that tne

asphalt may drown the retained aggregate and again present a flushed

surface after a short period of wear. A related procedure was deve-

loped in Texas in whicu crushed stone was treated with kerosene,

placed on the slippery areas, and rolled into tue surface (3). She

kesosene reduced the sof tc oint of tue aspi^alt and promoted

retention of tne crusued stone. A treatment developed in California

for roughening sliok seal coats involves softenin the binder by

means of heat and grooving the surface with a rake type drag ( t y.

This results in an improvement in skid resistance, but leaves an

unsightly riding surface and one which gives the driver a fssllag oi

pavement i ; lability . longitudinal grooves tend to guide the

vehicle, so tuat the o t;er:.:tor does not retain complete steerii

crol (2:5).

Mon-skid Surface Treatments

Non-skid surface treatments are composed mainly of fine grained

abrasive materials and are eomewiiat more expensive than the conven-

tional bituminous surface treatment, however, tuey do possess
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excellent anti-skid characteristics, both initially and after appreciable

amounts of wear.

!• Kentucky Rock Aspnaltt XhlS material occurs as a miesieelpian

sandstone, naturally impregnated With asphalt* it is normally placed

with an initial compacted thic.ness of approximately £ inch, but has

been applied as a dsslicking treatment at rates as low as 8 lb. per

square yard (25)«

A Kentucky rock aspnalt surface typifies the co.o tions neoessary

for permanent skid resistance. The individual quartz grains aie highly

resistant to polishing, and before ^ave the opportunity to polish

excessively they are dislodged by traific an^ replaced at tne surf

by fresh harsh particles, ihis continuous rejuvenation results in

excellent anti-skid characteristics oi the pavement during tne entire

life of tne rock-asphalt surface, but in so doi. Its the effective

life of Ifes tre-tie.t. For hlffe truiiic co. s a -g inch layer of

Kentucky rock asphalt may be completely displaced from tne wneel-track

portion of the road way in so aewijat less than ten years (25)»

2. Silica-sand Sortace ireat ..bi^ts : In 1955 Virginia Council of

Highway Investigation and ftesea-ch found sai - aalt mixtures as an

inexpensive substitute for K6ntuci;y rock aspi^alt (6,17). In tne short

period since its development, this tre~tuent has received wide accep-

tance and has been placed on some of tne most he vily traveled high-

ways in the United States, including the elevated Pulaski skyway in
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major bridges in tha lies York metropolitan area (25)

•

the port of lies fori: authority estimates that i inch thick siliea

sand asphalt paveaent will givs a smooth, long wearing, skid resistant

pavement and also estlmatss that the expected life of this depends on

the volume of traffic as seven to ten years with traffic of five to

seven thousand vehicles per day anu four to five yeare with fifty to

sixty thousand vehicles per day (32),

3. Additional non-skid Surface treatments t there are many other

varieties of non-skid treatments which have not been used as extensively

as the two previously consiusred (25)*

a. Vulite is a proprietory prouuet containing asphalt emulsion,

cenunt, sand and water* the ingredients of this material are mixes

in a concrete mixer, spread and screened to a thickness of t inch to

3/4 inch, floated with a mechanical float anc rolled with a one ton

roller. An installation of this t^ps on the George eaehington i»idgs

appears to bs exhibiteng good angi-ekid characteristics (23)*

b. hociitei A proprietory material called rockite is anotoer thin

surfacing aspnaltic material. It contains abrogate upto one quarter

inch. It is made cola, but the exact aetnod of manufacture is not

available for publication. Powdered aspualt is used in its manu-

facture (23>.
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jffioxy Hesias t Ihis material is a plastic developed by eaell

oil and the reliance steel products company of McKeesport, Pennsylva-

nia. The chemical ingredients are mixed in the correct proportions

in a flat bed truck, discharged into a nopper, and spread in strips

on the bridge deck. A special paint-like roller spreads these strips

into a uniform coating of the predetexiained thickness. Sand is then

spread over the liquid epoxy and rolled with a small one-ton roller

(23). Reliance Steel Products Company and Shell Chemical Corporation

(16) made studies with application of fielcote on many types of high-

way surfaces to eliminate the dangers of skidding and made the

following conclusions.

1. Employment of proper method of removal of oil and grime

deposits.

2. Use of tests to determine that the tensile strength of surface

layers of the concrete is at least 150 psi. Surfaces must be treated

until this minim-im strength is obtained.

3. J&mployment of the proper grit and extenders with the epoxy

resin.

4. ianployment of careful workmanship with trained labor.

When these procedures are followed, it appears that such resinous

cement surface treatments for highways snould possess the following

qualities.

1. Permanent higii traction even under wet or oily co;.ui.tions.
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2. Long-wearing properties in not or cola climates.

3. Excellent resistance to freezing conditions, de-icing salts ,

solvents and water*

4. Ko porosity, whicn protects the original pavement.

5. Light-weight, which is especially useful in resurfacing brid-

ges, where excessive loadings in weight or thickness are undesirable.

6. Easily colored for lighting, saiety or directive requirements.

7. East curing to give a minimum interruption of the flow of

traffic.

finally a non-skid silica-sana surface treatment, such as that

developed by Virginia, will probably be the most generally accepted

method of combating pavement slipperiness in the iuture.

CGWCLUSIQM

1. In this country there are several machines L^si_ned for

measuring the s; id resistance both in the laboratory and the field,

but there is no relationship between each other. This is leading

to lot of difficulties for comparison of results and so standard

testing procedure should be developed for uniform usa^e througnout

the country.

2. Skid information should be incluaed in the accident reports

wnether skidding is considered the direct cause of accident or not.
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3. ill state* should start a program of rating highways with

respect to slipperiness of the surfaces*

4. AA8HP should sraluats minimua coeificiente oi iriction ana ths

ths same used In the seometrio design oi highwayo suon ac ourvature,

grade, sight distance width and so on to taanimiss tne accidents.

5. All ctat as should build road surfaces which are skid proof

to traffic using the findings of ths skid resistance meaeureaeats on

existing roads and laboratory tests.

b. JSxistinfc slippery parsasnts sen be laproved eith i inch

thick silica sand aepioalt pavssent*
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Skidding is an iipottant factor in highway accidents.

Accidents involving directly skidding increase significantly

when the coefficient of friction between the sliding tire and

pavement surface is less than O.^O. The wet skid factor becomes

more serious as speeds increase and trr.ction coefficient de-

creases often sharply. Currently thtrt is an appreciable

nileaga in the U.S.A. which cannot Qovelop this friction value

for all surface conditions and as the polishing effect of tra-

ffic beco: es increasingly intensified the r ilea -re of slippory

pavement will tend to increase. All highway surfaces can dove-

lop adequate skid resistance in the dry state. In fact, all

surfaces which are extremely slippery uhen wet exhibit excellent

antiskid characteristics in the dry condition.

There are several methods for mer suring skid resistance

in laboratories and also in the field. Among the field ex-

periments, stopping distance test, r,:te of deceler tion test

and towed vehicle skid tests are co nonly known. For a li: i-

accident invest i nation or an urban accident study in which

vehicle speeds are relatively low, a passenger-car stopping

distance method would be entirely adequate. If a limited

study is made on rural areas or in urban areas whore high

vehicular speeds are anticipated it would bo well to consider

the use of a dccelerometer, since the stopping distance method

may not always be an accurate measure of skid resistance

properties at h'.gh speeds. The truck trailer 2,ethod is best



suited of the t' roe methods to an extensive field investigation

of pavement slipperiness. The antiskid properties of a -/ell-

designed pavenent surface are dependant to a large degree upon

the polish! rf: character; sties of the : ineral aggregate or

regatos of which t: e paving rlxture is cormosod. Skid r -

sistance will be dependant to a lesser degree upon the type of

Ofcntl" :
•

I t| the gradation, and the openness of the mixture,

but the ultimate state of pavement slipperiness will be dicta-

ted by the nature of wear of the pavement, which, in turn is

directly related to the resistance of the surface aggregate

to polishing. Since tost data from various sources prove

rather conclusively that limestone surface courses are inhe-

rantly responsible for slic) ness. If a reasonable degree of

skid resistance is to be maintained on our highways for anti-

cipated high volume of traffic, it becor.es increasingly i: port-

ant for the design engineer to give sore thought to t

polishing characteristics of mineral aggregates and tt t eir

effect upon pavenent sllpneriness.

A number of methods for i: proving the skid resistance

of slippery pavements by modifying the existing surface have

been developed for the past twenty ye: rs. There are two popu-

lar non-skid surface tre tnents, (1) Kentuclcy Rock Asphalt,

(2) silica-sand surface treatments. Silica sand surface

treatment such m that developed by Virginia will probably be



the nest generally accepted nethod of combatting pr*venent slip-

periness in future.

In this country, there are several machines, designed

to measure skid resistance, both in the labor tory and on the

field. But there is no relationship to each other. So, a

standard testing procedure should be developed for uniform

usa r;o throughout the country.


